
Melissa Rose 

a lot of folks who really want to help this whole mess get fixed cannot step out into the bright light 

right now...for a # of reasons I cannot detail tonight...but there are far more in this county on your 

side that you realize...I for one though already must sleep with semi auto by my side for other 

reasons...for Peters sake some motor heads over here want to bury me for co founding a non 

motorized rail trail with the son of the first American to summit Mt Everest...you simply cannot talk to 

some of these folks. I've lived here well over 32 decades & must work here too so I am trying to tread 

lightly...I did introduce Roger to a CCT Tribal elder who I think might be able to help also I am trying to 

do what I can 

 

Aug 25You accepted their request. 

 

 

8/25, 11:32pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

and I appreciate that so much but it never should have got to this point 

I would like to share with you my wolf advocacies page if that's okay with you 

www.facebook.com/xftlowx it is a very large Advocate Group very large 

 

 

8/25, 11:33pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 
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8/25, 11:35pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

ok I will look 

 

 

8/25, 11:36pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

You can't blame us for wanting answers and all we keep getting is more questions it's frustrating and 

we have had enough 

 

 

8/25, 11:40pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

oh I do not blame you at all---on the contrary I want answer also...I am trying to stay sort of half ass 

neutral due to trying to get a lot of other things done in our county also including getting Dave 

Hedrick elected to replace Mike Blankenship on our BOCC...regardless od Dave Hedrick public support 

for the culling we MUST get Mike Blankenship out of office for GOOD! He on his own with our cattle 

assn & Stevens co cattle assn has been a HUGE force to cull wolves & more...Ferry County declared a 

state of emergency due to both wolves & Cougars way back in 2014 as their step in the door to seize 

public lands out of public hands...then they formed the quad county group last year & put in bylaws 

etc this year (due to some finagling done in Olympia to allow counties to form their own coalitions to 

govern NOT in our state constitution) to further this goals. 
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8/25, 11:41pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

It was an honest mistake when I first came into the discussion I took a message about this discussion 

wrong and the first couple comments I saw when I came in seemed to make the message Larger than 

Life so forgive me I am just very passionate with what I believe in and wolf will fight what I am against 

 

 

8/25, 11:41pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Each of these county's has a plan in motion & each has selected their sacrificial cow so to speak no 

pun intended...currently Ferry County's is the wolf next it will be cougar 

 

 

8/25, 11:42pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

Exactly and that's something that I have a great fear of happening 

 

 

8/25, 11:43pm 
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Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

so we all must figure this out...I am sorry to have to stay on barb wire fence as I put it in public posts 

bu t it is for best for now...I do have some ranchers starting to contact me in favor of doing something 

different ...it is all for a purpose 

 

 

8/25, 11:44pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

Okay that is understood and I appreciate the honesty there 

 

 

8/25, 11:44pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

 

 

8/25, 11:45pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am sometimes quite sadly nothing if n ot brutally honest...LOL my Vietnam Veteran spouse with 

chronic & severe PTSD must go to sailboat for weeks at a time to deal with my...honesty! 
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8/25, 11:46pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I also suffer from PTSD with an incident in the military back in the mid-eighties 

 

 

8/25, 11:46pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

This is other reason I sleep with loaded gun & Australian stumpy tail cattle dog alarm system 

yikes mid 90's so that was...Bosniaor? 

Bosnia? 

 

 

8/25, 11:48pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

85 I was a paratrooper at Fort Bragg and my best friend took a bullet meant for me and I ended up 

getting the shit kicked out of me by so many people 

Sometimes my PTSD causes me to be a little more passionate than I intended to be but I don't like to 

use it as an excuse even though it is the truth 
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8/25, 11:49pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

OMG I am so sorry for this 

LOL Sometimes his causes him to sit around cleaning his guns & muttering...thus a sailboat seemed 

like reasonable alternative ...I think you are doing much better... 

 

 

8/25, 11:51pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

Lol thank you 

Would it be ok with you if I added you as a friend to keep in touch with you about this and other 

possible future incidence 

 

 

8/25, 11:51pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

sure go for it 

I'm only half Russian you see so if the wolf thing seems to bug me a bit it is bc in my DNA they may 

have made a meal out of an ancestor of me once I think... 
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LOL it is true I am half Russian...do you know stories of wolves in that culture? 

 

 

8/25, 11:53pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

No... 

 

 

8/25, 11:55pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Here is some...LOL Light reading for byou 

 

 

8/25, 11:56pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2707&context=greatplainsquarterly 

Attachment Unavailable 

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to 

share it with you. 
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8/25, 11:56pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

My battery on my tablet is getting very low so I might have to go shortly but I will definitely be back 

tomorrow I want to confide in you with what would be appropriate to post from our conversations 

and what I should not I want to do the right thing for the right reasons the right way 

 

 

8/25, 11:56pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

it was first bit I found but it looks fairly accurate although I do not claim to be part German no way 

LOL 

 

 

8/25, 11:57pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I just have a very large Advocate page very large and there craving for information so I would like to 

try to keep them as up-to-date and informed as possible 
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8/25, 11:57pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

ok so do you have all the artivcles thjere from today? The NPR the local & other 

? 

 

 

8/25, 11:58pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I will not step on anybody's toes especially Rogers I have too much respect for him and all he has done 

 

 

8/25, 11:58pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

no worries 

 

 

8/25, 11:58pm 

Show Images 
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Douglas Lopes 

No to be honest I don't think I had any there at the moment we have stayed out of it so we would not 

interfere with Roger's plan we didn't not want to take a chance on doing something wrong 

Butt after what happened today we can't afford to sit on the sidelines any longer 

 

 

8/26, 12:01am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

IMHO spreading all articles all coverage far & wide is best...I was telling Roger it seems like a soft 

pedal national approach as in trying to educate white folk about wolves in general & then lead them 

into this awful story of what is occurring here in Ferry County for these two ranches & at what cost 

will just make jaws drop... 

 

 

8/26, 12:01am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I did a major petition about wolf Guardian down in New Mexico and his situation and it has taken a 

sudden surge because it has been on several news stations in Albuquerque New Mexico it has 

accumulated some real sponsorship and promotion it has been all around the internet & supposedly 

they want me to speak to the media 

 

 

8/26, 12:02am 
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Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

 

 

8/26, 12:02am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

It took about five months to get this far and that's what I want to bring to Rogers side and I will make 

sure I find all those articles you are talking about 

 

 

8/26, 12:02am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

When I heard Roger on NPR this afternoon after passing through Border patrol customs from BC( 

good grocery up there) I was astounded! It seems it has really blown up with coverage 

ok 

I might post some links to your PM if I get to them 

 

 

8/26, 12:03am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 
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That would be perfect that would definitely be perfect and again please accept my humblest sincerest 

apology it was truly an honest mistake 

 

 

8/26, 12:04am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/washington-authorizes-killing-wolf-pack-in-ferry-county/ar-BB

w3qgF?li=BBnbfcL 

Attachment Unavailable 

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to 

share it with you. 

 

 

8/26, 12:06am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

no worries ...as a fairly inebriated follower who (was given a back stage pass in error) of the hard rock 

band Motorhead said to my husband (who was the truck boss for them) once as she stumbled across 

the stage tripping over amp wires & knocking over a huge speaker "I've fucked up bigger gigs than 

this" ok ok I get it I too made missteps ... 

 

 

8/26, 12:07am 

Show Images 
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Douglas Lopes 

Yes I have posted that more than once but please by all means I don't know what you have that I have 

not posted so if you could and if you feel like it and if you would could you help out a little bit 

LOLOLOL 

 

 

8/26, 12:07am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/washington-kill-11-state-s-90-endangered-gray-wolves-pre

ying-n636851?cid=sm_fb 

Attachment Unavailable 

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to 

share it with you. 

 

 

8/26, 12:08am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

Okay my battery is critically low so I have to go but I will message you at some point in time tomorrow 

if that is okay with you I thoroughly enjoyed this conversation you give me hope 

 

 

8/26, 12:08am 
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Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

great to meet you also! 

We ALL must have hope I am cancer survivor who is still Democrat as much as Hillary is only lesser evil 

to save us from Stump...I've got hope I haven't even used yet LOL 

 

 

8/26, 12:09am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

 

 

8/26, 12:09am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

 

 

8/26, 12:10am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

My dad was in diplomatic core under 3 presidents it is in my DNA to be & remain steadfastly involved 

to Mike Blankenships chagrin 

talk tomorrow 
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8/26, 12:10am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I lost my mother to cancer about 14 years ago so I have great respect for any cancer survivor of any 

type 

 

 

8/26, 12:12am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am far too mean to die from that crap...also I visualize myself being bulletproof ...my mum dies from 

it at only age 64 & I was in 20's then ...bad time to lose mum...she'd never shot a gun so she could not 

visualize I guess...VERY sorry you lost your that way also...it is black & dark ride for sure to see it 

August 26 

 

 

8/26, 11:51am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/profanity-peak-wolf-pack-in-states-gun-sig

hts-after-rancher-turns-out-cattle-on-den/ 

Attachment Unavailable 
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This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to 

share it with you. 

 

 

8/26, 11:51am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

howdy! 

 

 

8/26, 11:51am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Hi ...trying to find some more articles to send... 

 

 

8/26, 11:51am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

ok i have something i want to share with you 
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8/26, 11:52am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

one of our real extreme lefty guys is braving one of the groups ot post some good ones like the one I 

just shared...he is going to get smeared but he is really a good heated guy... 

 

 

8/26, 11:52am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

they are already digging back into the possibility of killing the rest of the huckleberry pack now, and 

said another pack too - what other pack? 

 

 

8/26, 11:54am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Not sure right now but freaking pissed if that is case...Hucks pack done nothing right? 

 

 

8/26, 11:54am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 
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http://www.seattleweekly.com/news/to-understand-the-state-killing-an-entire-pack-of-wolves-you-h

ave-to-understand-shoot-shovel-and-shut-up/ 

Attachment Unavailable 

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to 

share it with you. 

 

 

8/26, 11:54am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

2 years ago they thought they may have attackedcattle andkilled1 member 

 

 

8/26, 11:55am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Well if it was 2 years ago for damnit...oh... 

 

 

8/26, 11:57am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

yeah 
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8/26, 11:57am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

typing message to you both right now stand by 

 

 

8/26, 11:59am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

August 29 

 

 

8/29, 10:37am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

Hi Melissa - just curious, do you have any information on just how much this slaughter ended up 

costing, who paid for it and who got paid for it? Thank you! 

 

 

8/29, 11:46am 
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Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I have not had any time to look into this however I wonder if a FOIA request to Washington 

Department of Fish & Wildlife would result in anything? The following link at the bottom of the 

update may take you to a place where something could be asked about? 

 

 

8/29, 11:47am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

http://wdfw.wa.gov/news/aug1916a/ 

Attachment Unavailable 

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to 

share it with you. 

 

 

8/29, 11:48am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Today after 2 nearly sleepless nights I am under the weather gun to get some outdoor painting touch 

ups & caulking done along with 150 feet of seamless gutters cleaned out in preparation for fall 

rains...my husband being disabled means I've got to get it all done & we've had a heck of a screwy 

summer so it is massive catch up for now. Sorry I cannot be more help at this time. :( 
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8/29, 11:48am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

 

 

8/29, 12:55pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

Idon't trust you! 

I will find out if you are dirty or not 

 

 

8/29, 12:57pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

PLEASE make note of it: Those twist my words for their own agenda will find themselves in an 

untenable position. I am a reasonable person however when attacked will give it back twice as hard. 

Do not test me. 
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Douglas Lopes 
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sorry, your bullshit answers andthen bitching cuz I postedsomething PUBLIC add up to another 

corruptedofficial 

I didn't twist SHIT - I SHARED A FUCKING POST! 

Don't test ME! 

 

 

8/29, 12:58pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am most certainly not dirty...I am one person who is trying to find out the truth & the facts of an 

issue. If you test me it will not go well...I am a very reasonable person but I am not seeing the same in 

these "advocate " for these critters. 

 

 

8/29, 12:58pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

critters? they are NOT critters..wtf? 

I will call you out if you test me 

 

 

8/29, 12:59pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 
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You will not help your cause in this manner but will most certainly damage it. 

 

 

8/29, 12:59pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

simpleas that 

 

 

8/29, 12:59pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Call me pout for what? 

ou? 

I have answered & responded with what I know. I LIVE in the middle of this mess sir yhou do not wish 

to push it. 

 

 

8/29, 12:59pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

for bitching because I shared a PUBLIC post - and kept it word for fuckingword 

you are not an advocate at all 
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that post actually came from someone else YOU communicate with - it was NOT MY ORIGINAL POST! 

So accuse someone else of it NOT me 

 

 

8/29, 1:02pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

all the more reason you should not have chosen to make it a post main line item without contacting 

me...those of us who write/edit for a living know when to offer credit for a statement or essay-blog & 

when to ask permission to use...whether in public domain or not. It is called RESPECT! 

 

 

8/29, 1:03pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

hey if it's already public, it's free game 

that fucking post cvame from ROGER 

 

 

8/29, 1:03pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

You sir just lost something you did not want to lose... 
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8/29, 1:03pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

fuck off 

thistells me you are fucking dirty as fuck! 

why did you send me a friend request? 

 

 

8/29, 1:04pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I did not I hit wrong button...anyone as loose cannon as you I do not need in my world 

September 12 

 

 

9/12, 6:38pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I see you unblocked me now - but no worries, I do not intend to be in contact with you quite simply 

because I don't/can't/won't trust you 
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9/12, 6:57pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am quite sorry you feel this way but of course it is your choice. You might benefit from considering 

that I have lived ifn Ferry County for over 25 years with my husband an honorably discharged Vietnam 

Veteran with severe & chronic PTSD he receives compensation for & also that living with him is not 

always an easy thing to do. I have had to learn to shrug off a lot of things others would not & I have 

also had to learn or try to tech myself to deal with folks from all walks of life including the ranchers 

who are creating this issue as well as state & federal Senators & Representatives on a # of issues 

facing my area. As such I quite often take positions that others find frustrating (although all know me 

to be someone they could not only trust with their life & their personal confidence, but also as 

someone who corrects myself when I am wrong on something) at times because I am often view most 

topics from the perspective of never all or nothing bu more how can everyone get something they 

want. Until 1994 when Speaker Gingrich took the podium in Washington & told his followers & those 

watching Fox news that compromise was a dirty word, that was in deed how our government on both 

state & federal level got things done. No more however so while you claim to have a reason not to 

trust me all I can say is my reputation is not sullied by this & I do hope at some point you might realize 

your mistrust might have been misplaced. None the less I wish you well in all your efforts & always 

wish all well & good health indeed. 

 

 

9/12, 6:57pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

oh I unblocked you only a few days after the incident...I think Roger might have asked me too 
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9/12, 7:00pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I know he did - I told him doesn't matter - I'll never trust you - realizing the position you are in you are 

more worried about saving face than helping 

 

 

9/12, 7:01pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

On the contrary...I am doing all I can to help...and in fact have taken a more solid position of recent 

times...saving face as you put it is last thing on my mind...BUT 

 

 

9/12, 7:01pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

please, I do not wish to chat as it will only piss me off 

 

 

9/12, 7:02pm 

Show Images 
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Melissa Rose 

BUT I did not wish to come o out in favor of Rogers postilion in the same way others have you swee 

 

 

9/12, 7:02pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

you sure didn't seem like it the night you banned me - your comebacks seemed rehearsed 

 

 

9/12, 7:03pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

you see many simply think it is one way or another & many of the ranchers up here(though not the 

ones with leases mind you) are my good friends ..I wanted to show them & the public that I was 

looking into the whole topic to formulate a positon 

 

 

9/12, 7:03pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

Look - I just got out of the damn hospital after a complete hip replscement - tyhis is not what I want to 

do - please just stop - thanks 
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9/12, 7:03pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am sorry if it seemed rehearsed 

YIKES Hope you feel better! HEAL 

 

 

9/12, 7:04pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

you see - you also referred to wolves as "critters" - that's an anti wolf remark to many of us - you 

blocked me 5 minutes later 

 

 

9/12, 7:04pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Sending all healing thoughts & only positive energy...I helped my hubby through that & it takes much 

positive energy & ...stick too it -iveness 
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9/12, 7:05pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

so how does that make you look to me in my eyes? Looking to do things properly, peacefully, and 

everyone doing the finger pointing instead of stand up to the plate and do the right thing 

 

 

9/12, 7:05pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am sorry for the critters I had no idea...I write a ghost written column for a national syndicated 

contract & in it I refer to pretty much all animals as critters... 

 

 

9/12, 7:05pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

well, I take CRITTERS seriously too like a true animal activist and advocate 

So, I will step up and apologize for my part - but I was only defending wildlife - and that post you 

banned me about - was from Roger - I only reshared it - and he told me you 2 talked about it - he told 

you to unblock me then, you still didn't until a day or 2 ago 

I appreciate the position you are in - but it comes with the territory - don't let the position define 

YOU! 

I care too much about my wildlife, and my native american friends who get no respect! 
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9/12, 7:08pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Well I do not wish to upset you so please consider that I am standing up up doing the right thing but I 

am choosing to do it in such a way I do not have to use my concealed carry permit daily. You see 

among other things we live fairly remotely & it is 22 miles round trip for bread or milk (ok I bake our 

bread but you get my meaning) & nails in tires or worse is not something I can risk. Also due to Toms 

PTSD being os severe I must be careful never to place myself in any positron he'd prefer to come out 

shooting to defend...if you kn ow anything much of PTSD you know of black & white thinking... he 

would go off half cocked & end up jailed 

 

 

9/12, 7:09pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I care deeply also 

 

 

9/12, 7:09pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

ma'am - I SUFFER FROM PTSD 

PLEASE, PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE DO NOT USE THAT AS AN EXDCUSE TO ME 
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9/12, 7:09pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I actually really do & due to what is going on in Dakota now & this wolf bit I think our native American 

friends are going to see some help 

no no no excuse 

 

 

9/12, 7:10pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I have suffered ptsd since my buddy took a bullet meant for me in 85 

 

 

9/12, 7:11pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am very sorry to hear of that. My deepest sympathy to you ...I also have it a bit although from 

something else...I got treatment that helped me but Tom really did not & the VA & his outside 

counselor used to almost ban me from being at all politically active as it drove him nuts 
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9/12, 7:11pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am only in past 10 years or so able as long as I do things in ways that MOL keep him out of it or at 

least keep him from feeling like he has to step up 

he is too much a sharpshooter & too much hand to hand combat lethal & if anything ever really got 

his goat it would end badly for him 

 

 

9/12, 7:12pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

and as you can guess - getting jumped the other night after standing up for a woman, and getting a 

broken hip threw me into another flashback 

 

 

9/12, 7:13pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I do not wish to upset you please heal up & I hope sometime you will feel better of me I certainly 

accept your apology & I also to apologize for sounding bad or for saying things in a poorly thought out 

way. 

HOLY cow...this is how you broke your hip? 
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9/12, 7:14pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

yes 

 

 

9/12, 7:14pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

TAKE care man...you gotta help wildlife & stuff...the PM does not post as far all the time so I typed 

before 

 

 

9/12, 7:14pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

for doing the right thing, being a true stand up person 

 

 

9/12, 7:14pm 
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Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I typed before seeing your reply 

 

 

9/12, 7:14pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

no worries 

 

 

9/12, 7:15pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Well I hope you get better regardless 

 

 

9/12, 7:15pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

you may add me if you would like - I hold no grudges, jutst PLEASE know how seriously I take my 

wildlife - I'd die without them 
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9/12, 7:17pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I do take crap occasionally for having to sit the fence or seem to sit the fence. But at our county fair 

booth last Saturday in the Democrats booth you would have liked to hear what I discussed re wolves 

with Senator Brian Dansel. He had no good answer for why Indian Tribes were not given a seat at the 

WAG table & also others heard it too & asked re about it. I pulled no punches then 

 

 

9/12, 7:18pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I told them what Roger is trying to do & why I do believe it is right & after I explained a couple more 

county ranchers liked his page too. 

Be WEll Get Better! 

 

 

9/12, 7:18pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

thank you - take care! 
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9/12, 7:18pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

September 13 

 

 

9/13, 3:00pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

too many young kids take serious posts as if they don't matter and instead of getting involved they 

tend to mock them, or just tag someone with no explanation, or question the post, or put up stupid 

emoji's and basically ruining a good post or undermining something important - today's youth ruins 

EVERYTHING! 

 

 

9/13, 3:13pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Today's youth may not ruin everything however IMHO if they do not improve their attention spans we 

are doomed...remote PC gu ru working on pc so not more time to chat. KEEP trying! Roger is on way 

to North Bend for WAG meeting all is not lost :) 

Be Well & take care of your new hip too 
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9/13, 3:16pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

September 14 

 

 

9/14, 4:09pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Are you feeling any better? 

 

 

9/14, 4:10pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

a little but mot a lot ty for asking 

 

 

9/14, 4:18pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 
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It is a slog ...we had a head on collision in 2001 up on Sherman Pass(highest year round maintained 

pass in WA state) on our way back from Safeway(it is what we must do to shop LOL 120 miles round 

trip over 5 k pass other than our little local grocery which is 22 miles round trip here even) & it totaled 

Toms legs fro m waist down ---he did not have a leg to stand on he said as the doc said later after 

triage & with a shattered pelvis & broken his femur head pushed through pelvis on that side & 

shattered ankle on his right side after a year of rehab & learning to walk again we saw the femural 

head still had no blood to it so hip replacement came next. We were lucky to have pre op teaching 

from or tho nurses to help the home with no soft seating & some other things we set up for but in 

your case you got no such planning. 

 

 

9/14, 4:18pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I know it was tough for Tom but he said once he started moving a bit more each time it seemed to 

lessen pain pretty soon 

Keep taking care of yourself & keep moving slow. Swearing a lot helps too Tom says :) 

 

 

9/14, 4:31pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I am viewing some of your live feed which I assume will be fully taped & available later to view? As I 

have another meeting to chair & also it is so breaking up due to my wireless speed issues here at 

home 

September 15 
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9/15, 11:15am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

taped? 

 

 

9/15, 11:16am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

not sure 

 

 

9/15, 11:16am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I'm lost, I do not know what your message meant? 

 

 

9/15, 11:17am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 
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hang on stand by pming with Roger about it now ---sorry 

 

 

9/15, 11:17am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I haven't really been on in a few days due to my injury, so what posts you've seen are from my sms 

updates at home - bleh no wifi at home either 

 

 

9/15, 11:18am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

keep getting better 

 

 

9/15, 11:18am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

thank you, trying my best :) 
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9/15, 11:25am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

one thing I always must remind Tom of whenever he is healing up or trying to recover from whatever 

current overuse he has done to himself(after the wreck I mentioned above, he was told he would 

never walk again but he told em go to hell & did so & still is even though they said well if you do walk 

it will not be for long-that was 15 years ago...ANYWAY one thing I always must remind him of is to 

fully hydrate himself while recovering or resting up or taking pain relief meds...he hates to do it as he 

hates to have tro pee so often but he does realize that water is quite often the best way to keep 

things moving...both joints & guts & all... 

 

 

9/15, 11:25am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

thank you :D 

 

 

9/15, 11:26am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I was taught by my Kentucky born mom that if I had a headache or any pain I was to drink 8 ouynzes 

of water & wait 15 mniutes...if the headache or pain did not lessen she said drink a secon d glass & 

only after 45 minutes of hydration should I choose to takes an aspirin or whatever...she said in 

Kentucky growing up her mom said water is the best way to keep going & I've learned she is 

right...esp when trying ot heal up! 
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9/15, 11:27am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

OK enough second lieutenant b s from me :ONWARD! 

 

 

9/15, 11:27am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

ha ha thank you for the laugh - i needed it today, the past few nights have been very rough 

 

 

9/15, 11:27am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

 

 

9/15, 11:28am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 
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after rough nights he would drink his coffee & sit looking out at nature & do deep b breathing 

exercises I taught him. Do you do any of those? 

 

 

9/15, 11:29am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

yes - but this was due to a horrible miscommunication with 1 of my admins that totally blew up - and 

it bothers me very badly :( 

 

 

9/15, 11:30am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

1 of your admins you mean like at a job or? 

 

 

9/15, 11:31am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

wolf advocate page admin - it turned into a horrible argument because she took something I asked 

the wrong way, then kept going on about it not letting me say anything - really upset 
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9/15, 11:31am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

oh... 

if you co-admin the page you could cut her off until she settles her ass down & communicates m ore 

effectively maybe? 

 

 

9/15, 11:33am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

oh I know - I have almost 100,000 likes so I have 8 admins - she cut herself off before I could....it's real 

messed up because I am STILL trying to figure out what she was trying to say :( 

 

 

9/15, 11:34am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Yikes... 

sometimes best to simply move on...tho not easy 

shit I've got Mitch Friedman & Roger both cross talking to me now LOL I got the WAG fuckers 

attention with my last comment on CNW page it seems LOL 
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9/15, 11:37am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

later on when you have time may we talk a little? and I am holding a white flag, this is a good 

intention talk :( I've had enough stress 

 

 

9/15, 11:39am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

sure 

should you ask friend request now so I can ok it or? 

Roger said I have done some really good things I guess...he says I've opened some line of 

communication that were before closed so I'm hopeful 

ok 

breathing exercises I do now for stress the 4 second thing 

 

 

9/15, 11:40am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

yes please send friendrequest - i truly am a decent person, trying to do the right things :( 
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9/15, 11:40am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

breath in counting 4 seconds...gently hold 4 seconds & breath out 4 seconds & 4 second increments it 

slows heartbeat & bp 

we all are dude...even the strangest oddest bloke is good someplace...I read that someplace 

 

 

9/15, 11:41am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I take a lot of things to heart, sometimes personally even when I shouldn't - wild life is all I have left - 

ty accepted the FR 

 

 

9/15, 11:43am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

well I'm not aware of your situation so I do not know but I am often criticized for thinking I'm at ropes 

end also so I've committed myself to always thinking I'm open to more & never there anymore...sort 

of one of those bullshit self help things that actually dammit seems to work LOL 
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9/15, 11:43am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

if I create it in my head it becomes my reality? 

 

 

9/15, 11:44am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

lol 

 

 

9/15, 11:44am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Gotta run as my frigging oncologist HATES me to be late the nerve of her! LOL Cancer free for 3 years 

is just not good enough fro her she will not leave me alone 

 

 

9/15, 11:44am 
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Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

be safe 

 

 

9/15, 11:44am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I let Mitch & Roger know I will be back to screen shortly after nonnish I think 

 

 

9/15, 11:45am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

ok 

 

 

9/15, 11:45am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 
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9/15, 11:45am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

meantime drink water! BREATHE! 

 

 

9/15, 11:45am 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I will :) thank you for believing in me enough 

 

 

9/15, 11:46am 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

no worries there ...we are all works in progress....at least as long as we awaken daily on green side of 

grass anyway ;) 

 

 

9/15, 11:47am 

Show Images 
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Douglas Lopes 

September 15 

 

 

9/15, 3:59pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Roger called to take me up on invite to drive over here with their camper to stay a night or two on 

way back from WAG meeting /....see I am totally nuts I have never met these folks & invited them to 

camp here LOL 

 

 

9/15, 4:00pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

:D 

 

 

9/15, 4:01pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

bat shit right? 
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9/15, 4:01pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

and then some! 

 

 

9/15, 4:02pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

shit do you know something I don't ? Is he serial killer or? 

I cleaned all my guns last night so..LOL 

 

 

9/15, 4:02pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

yeah he prefers rice krispies - he can kill a few bowls in minutes! 

 

 

9/15, 4:05pm 

Show Images 
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Melissa Rose 

 

 

9/15, 4:07pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

sorry just really upset about thissituation with my admin - still confused as hell about the hole thing... 

 

 

9/15, 4:09pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I would block the broad & let her simmer down a bit ...alternatively you could C/P the whole exchange 

you had & she had & email it to me & let me see if I can see what she meant...sometimes I am really 

good at ciphering things just a suggestion 

 

 

9/15, 4:10pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

already blocked her and deleted all comments, just wish I had a clue =\ 
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9/15, 4:10pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

darn...that is too bad 

 

 

9/15, 4:11pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

lol 

 

 

9/15, 4:11pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

then if she is blocked & stuff is deleted...sweep her from your mind with the mental equivilant ofra 

corn broom & concentrate on healing 

 

 

9/15, 4:11pm 

Show Images 
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Douglas Lopes 

trying my best thank you 

 

 

9/15, 4:12pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

 

 

9/15, 4:13pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

There is a meme someplace that says when you get unfriended on Facebook it is a little like the trash 

taking itself out 

 

 

9/15, 4:14pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

oh i agree! 

but i trusted this person :( 
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9/15, 4:15pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I could alter that to say when you get blocked on Facebook that is a signal to reexamine either your 

tone or your actual communication. One or the other stands to improvement...or something like that. 

 

 

9/15, 4:16pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

ok I wanna cover my butt here ahead of time - I only post/share things that are pertinent and/or in 

order/accurate - so if I share something or post something you have not authorized - then kindly 

message me about it - I mean no harm to anyone, I just believe in principals andbrute honesty and 

feel there are so many things we nheed to be aware of 

 

 

9/15, 4:18pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I have been blocked I think 2 times or so...once a guy who did not like that I called his BS on this whole 

Indian canoe thing going on...long story he was an ass who stayed here for 3 months in 2013 trying to 

carve a canoe out of a 300 year old tree that fell on our place in a windstorm...he was a total con artist 

but his buddy Adam Wicks Arshack who got us hooked into the idea was a good guy...it turns out the 

canoe up the Columbia thing did work into something huge but not before this freak ate all our food 

drank all our booze & smoked all my hubby dope for 3 months while only carving a little bit & telling a 

lot of stories...later he tried to make me out to be bad person but it was him being a con... 
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9/15, 4:20pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

ok on posting things? I typically really appreciate when I am asked if something can be shared. Cuz 

even though FB is public etc if we all ask each other & this allows us to then ask the person asking 

what context etc this is much better. 

like if I'd been asked about the thing that got you so mad & I made Roger take down ---if I'd been 

asked I could have seem what context he or you planned to put it in & I would have said I did not like 

that & I could have offered a bit of editing... 

 

 

9/15, 4:22pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

all I did was a direct share - didn't add anything - usually i do not add/remove anything 

 

 

9/15, 4:32pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

I think Roger did more of the bad bits 

on phone with Mitch 
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9/15, 5:16pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

What Roger did was took my comments & made his own banner to say I was a champion for them or 

something like that I cannot recall details now however I do recall very clearly how I felt whren I saw 

my words had been twisted to mean something I did not intend. This is why those of us who write & 

edit for a living & such tend to ask each other for permission to use words & offer suggested 

parameters in order that our words might be of best us as they are originally intended. 

 

 

9/15, 5:29pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

pls understand I spoke with him & worked it all out ok right? 

 

 

9/15, 6:36pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I know :) 

September 15 
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9/15, 11:10pm 

Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

Roger & Patricia will arrive here tomorrow sometime they are in basin now sleeping &m plan to visit 

CCT tomorrow on way here 
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